Mropic Flora,

Dear dear Mrs. Byer,

How I forget the name of the

some who is fishing with fishes and

is interested in the mollusks of the region

was to be seen at a distance, and received so

for the island in the state—be that as much as fifty miles,

very comfortably established where

had some of your bacon for my breakfast

today and liked the flavor.

was not taken for a bite at any

rule, and by this advice can work

in the Big Laisse before going to the

island. They pay the Eighth

well—filled a case—yesterday with

material from the Rago Palm

happened across the road from

my camp—

dew flies and mosquitoes. The very

too—must move them when they

in other years—are friendly

off the Eighth and the other Botanicals

refrained to make in the region at

in this season—half a year of time

will be able to do it without

refreshed—this fact that I know

the people of the region will make

this scene of a banana pulp latter

knows come very but latter hand
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